OFF THE FLOOR

RAMPART RAVING
In preparation for Andrew Weatherall and Bernie Fabre’s sixth Convenanza
festival (21-22 September), Swiss artist Felice Varini has taken a Peter
Saville-yellow paintbrush up the medieval ramparts of South France’s glorious
Carcassonne Castle, which welcomed 4,500 fans last year. The esoteric, eclectic,
fabulous line-up includes: Komodo Kolektif, Die Wilde Jagd, Kuniyuki, The
Limiñanas, OTTO, and Swedish Höga Nord Rekords.
•convenanzafestival.com

CLANDESTINE CLUBBING

DJ Mag had a word with the frustratingly anonymous superstar DJ who has spilled the beans on all the thrills,
peaks and ultimate comedowns of the VIP life in a new book for Faber, The Secret DJ. When so many writers
are brave enough to risk their true identities, this is a bit like a white label that pays no royalties. But we
correspond via a publicist, who shall also remain nameless...
Okay, Mr/Ms Secret DJ: this trip to hospital
via the dancefloor, I know you’re not going to
reveal your identity, but why the shroud?
“It’s all true events. The secrecy is primarily
a legal thing. Sadly we are now all so
Americanised that anything high-profile will
eventually find someone trying to attack it
to make money. I remember when that was
generally considered bad form, now it’s
completely normal. If you have kids, you will
know you can’t tell anyone anything.”
Lol. So you have children and are ‘of an age’.
Clue 1…
“Anonymity used to be the bastion of
electronica. DJs were not superstars, they hid
behind monikers and machines, and that was
the entire horizontal axis of the dancefloor,
before the DJs became the icons, and the
mythologising of acid house led to DJs being
gods. In the cooler reaches of techno, away
from the Insta-pornification of lifestyle, the
celebrities of generic sausage factory dance
music are laughed at.”
And we can deduce you’ve been to ‘rehab’.
Hmm. Brandon Block’s was out in 2012. Is it
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possible to have Side A, without the flip?
“In short? Yes. But it will be drastically dull.”
Living a life of excess, on the stories, you
need a solid constitution for success, few
morals help, and an ability to sleep on planes.
Congrats on writing a book that tells the
truth of drugs in the dance industry, and the
expectancy to often be on them, rely on them,
and it being integral to the nightlife economy.
You describe being a DJ as being like sausage
meat — and there's no option but to submit
to the factory's demands. Is that particularly
true in the machismo sphere? Maybe the
female influence could change that?
“That would be nice wouldn’t it? But I’m afraid
to report that while there are unacceptably far,
far more male than female artists, backstage
the industry is very well represented with
aggressive women who will happily drive an
act into the ground. If we are talking equality
here, and I very much believe everyone should
be, there’s no room for ‘fairer sex’ myths. Two
of my biggest manager/agents were women
and let’s just say they were not in any way
gentle or feminine about my schedule or ability
to make them money.”

Male, then. I’m annoyingly stumped. So
through the results of abuse and eventual
hospitalisation, we’ve seen many DJs and
dance music innovators’ shelves fall out of
their faces — and never get pushed back in
the same order, yet this is just seen as a side
effect, like Syd Barretts for the E generation.
People at raves are still getting paranoid, and
having bad trips, and embedding themselves
in a cloak of abuse, if they're not handling
it. The unwritten rule: look after yourself.
I’m guessing this is what you felt you had to
write, as a disclaimer to all the glorification of
being a promoter of the lifestyle, and having
fed yourself on the industry for however many
years?
“As we saw recently in Georgia. Those are MY
people. This is what it always meant to me, and
still does. I would like it to return to being a
protest movement, if only to protest against
bloated spectacle. Globalisation has gentrified
dance music as aggressively as it has the high
street, sport, politics… all art forms. Nice and
comfy. Make money. Don’t rock the boat. Fuck
that shit.”
Defo an acid-houser, f’shiz.
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